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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V ; RN be a bounded domain with smooth boundary ­ V. We are
concerned with the initial-boundary value problem
2 py1 qy1< < < <u y M =u t Du q d u u s m u u , t G 0, x g V , . .2t t t t
1.1 .
u 0, x s u x , u 0, x s u x , x g V , 1.2 .  .  .  .  .0 t 1
u t , x s 0, t G 0, 1.3 .  .­ V
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 . 1where M s is a positive C -class function for s G 0 satisfying
M s G m ) 0 with a constant m . 0 0
and
2 2N N­ u ­ u ­ u2
u s , =u t s t , x dx , Du s . .  . H2t 2­ t ­ x ­ xV i iis1 is1
d ) 0 and m g R are given constants.
 .When d s m s 0, Eq. 1.1 has its origin in the mathematical descrip-
 w x.tion of small amplitude vibrations of an elastic string see Ames 1 . For
w xthe problem with linear damping d u , there are the works of Brito 2 ,t
w x w x w xHosoya and Yamada 5 , Ikehata 6 , Yamada 24 , and the references
therein. In all of these works the existence of global solutions is discussed
when the initial data are sufficiently small. We should refer to the work of
w xNishihara 20 , who intended to look for an unbounded set in the analytic
 4class of the initial data u , u which assures the global existence. Re-0 1
w xcently, in 12 Matsuyama obtained the global existence to the problem
 .  .1.1 ] 1.3 of degenerate type.
With regard to the degenerate linear damping problem, we refer to
w xNakao 18 . He employed the energy method using the decay estimate and
constructed an unbounded set of the initial data which assures the global
 .smooth solutions. On the other hand, if M s ' 1, it is known in Georgiev
w x w x w x  .  .and Todorova 3 , Haraux 4 , and Ikehata 7 that the problem 1.1 ] 1.3
admits a unique global weak solution. We should also refer to the work of
w xNakao and Ono 19 who discussed the global existence and energy decay
to the Cauchy problem by using the finite propagation property of the
solution.
Our purpose in this paper is to give a global solvability in the class
2 1  .  .H = H and energy decay of the problem 1.1 ] 1.3 without the small-0
w xness of the initial data in a certain sense. In a previous paper 13 ,
Matsuyama and Ikehata discussed the global existence and energy decay to
the Cauchy problem with the linear damping term d u by the potentialt
well method. In particular, with respect to the potential well method, see
w x w x w xPayne and Sattinger 21 , Sattinger 22 , and Tsutsumi 23 . That is, we
presented a special method, based on the construction of potential well in
order to derive the energy decay. However, applying this method to the
present problem, the decay rate for the solutions is so slow that our
argument can proceed only under the restricted conditions. Moreover, if
w xwe use the standard energy method like 2, 5, 6, 24 , the quasilinear term
will prevent us from obtaining the desired a priori estimates in contrast
with the usual damped wave equations. So we shall use the method of
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w xNakao 16]18 . Our main tools in deriving the decay estimates are an
inequality in Lemma 4.2 below and Nakao's inequality. Therefore, the
< < py1nonlinear damping term d u u will play an important role in derivingt t
the decay estimate.
Our plan in this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we shall prepare some
lemmas which will be needed later. In Section 3 we shall construct the
 .potential well and state the main results Theorems 3.1, 3.4, 3.7 to the
 .  .problem 1.1 ] 1.3 . In Section 4 we shall prove theorems. Throughout this
paper the functions are all real valued and the notations are as usual see,
w x.e.g., Lions 10 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
We first prepare the following well known lemmas which will be needed
later.
 .  .LEMMA 2.1 Sobolev]Poincare . If either 1 F q - q` N s 1, 2 orÂ
 .  .  .  .1 F q F N q 2 r N y 2 N G 3 , then there is a constant C V, q q 1
such that
5 5 5 5 1u F C V , q q 1 =u for u g H V . .  .qq1 2 0
In other words,
5 5u qq1 1C V , q q 1 s sup u g H V , u / 0 .  .0 55 5=u 2
is positi¨ e and finite.
 .LEMMA 2.2 Gagliardo]Nirenberg . Let 1 F r - q F q` and p F q.
Then, the inequality
5 5 k , q 5 5u m , p 5 51yu m , p ru F C u u for u g W l LW W r
holds with some C ) 0 and
y1k 1 1 m 1 1
u s q y q y /  /N r q N r p
 .pro¨ided that 0 - u F 1 we assume 0 - u - 1 if q s q` .
We conclude this section by stating a lemma concerning a difference
inequality, which will be used later.
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 w x.  .LEMMA 2.3 Nakao 15 . Let f t be a nonincreasing and nonnegati¨ e
w xfunction on 0, T , T ) 1, such that
1q r w xf t F k f t y f t q 1 on 0, T , .  .  . .0
where k is a positi¨ e constant, r a nonnegati¨ e constant. Then, we ha¨e:0
 .i if we assume r ) 0, then
y1rrqyr y1 w x w xf t F f 0 q k r t y 1 on 0, T , .  . .0
w xq  4where t y 1 s max t y 1, 0 ,
 .ii if r s 0, then
yk 1w ty1xq w xf t F f 0 e on 0, T , .  .
  ..where k s log k r k y 1 .1 0 0
3. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
First we consider the initial-boundary value problem
g py1 qy1< < < <u y a q b =u t Du q d u u s m u u , . .2t t t t
t ) 0, x g V , 3.1 .
u 0, x s u x , u 0, x s u x , x g V , 3.2 .  .  .  .  .0 t 1
<u t , x s 0, t G 0, 3.3 .  .­ V
where a ) 0, b G 0, g G 2, d ) 0, and m g R are given constants.
Set
a b m2 gq2 qq1 15 5 5 5 5 5J u ' =u q =u y u for u g H V , .  .2 2 qq1 02 g q 2 q q 1
5 5 2 5 5gq2 5 5 qq1 1I u ' a =u q b =u y m u for u g H V , .  .2 2 qq1 0
Ä 2 qq1 15 5 5 5I u ' a =u y m u for u g H V . .  .2 qq1 0
Then we can define the potential well as
1 Ä  4W ' u g H V ; I u ) 0 j 0 . .  . 40
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Next, setting
1 25 5E u , ¨ ' ¨ q J u , .  .22
we can state main theorems.
THEOREM 3.1. Let N be a positi¨ e integer. Suppose that a ) 0, b G 0,
  . 4g G 2, d ) 0, and m ) 0. Assume that p - min g , q, N q 4q y Nq r2
such that
 .  .i 1 F p - q`, 1 - q - q` N s 1, 2 ,
 .  .ii 1 F p F 3, 1 - q F 5 N s 3 ,
 .  .  .  .  .iii 1 F p F Nr N y 2 , Nr N y2 F q F min N q2 r N y2 ,
 . w xq4  .N y 2 r N y 4 N G 4 .
w 2 .x 1 .Then there exists an open unbounded set S in W l H V = H V , which0
 .  .contains 0, 0 , such that if u , u g S and0 1
 .qq1 qy1 r2
m C V , q q 1 2 q q 1 .  .  .qy1 r2E u , u - 1, 3.4 .  .0 1 5a a q y 1 .
 .  .  .then the problem 3.1 ] 3.3 has a unique global solution u s u t, x
satisfying
u g L` 0, q`; H 1 V l H 2 V l W 1, ` 0, q`; H 1 V .  .  . .  .0 0
l W 2, ` 0, q`; L2 V , 3.5 .  . .
u g L pq1 0, q` = V . 3.6 .  . .t
Furthermore, we ha¨e the decay estimates: if p s 1, then
yk tE u t , u t F C e on 0, q` , .  . . .t 0
and if p ) 1, then
 .y2r py1E u t , u t F C 1 q t on 0, q` , .  .  . . .t 1
5 5where k, C , and C are certain positi¨ e constants depending on =u ,20 1 0
5 5u , and other quantities.21
 .Remark 3.2. In the case of b ' 0 semilinear wave equation the
conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is also valid with the condition p - min q,
 . 4N q 4q y Nq r2 . Therefore, we observe that the condition p - g is
necessary for a class of damped nonlinear wave equations with a special
type of a quasilinear term.
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 .Remark 3.3. If p s 1 linear damping case , q s 3, and g s 2, Ikehata
w x  .  .6 obtained the global solutions to the problem 3.1 ] 3.3 provided that
 4the size of initial data u , u is sufficiently small in an appropriate sense0 1
by using the potential well method. On the other hand, Theorem 3.1
 4excludes the smallness of the initial data u , u .0 1
In Theorem 3.1 the condition m ) 0 seems to control the size in the
energy space of the initial data. The following theorem is an observation
on the reverse inequality m F 0.
THEOREM 3.4. Let N, a , b , g , and d be as in Theorem 3.1. Suppose that
  . 4m - 0. Assume that p - min g , q, N q 4q y Nq r2 such that
 . w xq  .i 1 F p F Nr N y 2 , 1 F q - q` 1 F N F 3 ,
 .  .  .  . w xqii 1 F p F Nr N y 2 , Nr N y 2 F q F N y 2 r N y 4
 .N G 4 .
w 1 . 2 .x 1 .Then, there exists an open unbounded set S in H V l H V = H V ,0 0
 .  .which contains 0, 0 , such that if u , u g S, then the conclusion of0 1
Theorem 3.1 holds.
Remark 3.5. In the case when b ' 0 and m - 0, if p satisfies either
 .  .  .1 F p - q` N s 1, 2 or 1 F p F Nr N y 2 N G 3 and q meets
 .  .  .  .either 1 - q - q` N s 1, 2, 3, 4 or 1 - q F N y 2 r N y 4 N G 5
with q ) p, then the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 holds.
Remark 3.6. If we consider the equation with more general quasilinear
term
2 py1 qy1< < < <u y M =u t Du q u u q u u s 0 . .2t t t t
 .instead of 3.1 , we can easily see that the same conclusion of Theorem 3.4
 .holds under the additional assumption of M s .
Secondly, we consider the initial-boundary value problem
2 py1< <u y M =u t Du q d u u s 0, t G 0, x g V , 3.7 .  . .2t t t t
u 0, x s u x , u 0, x s u x , x g V , 3.8 .  .  .  .  .0 t 1
u t , x s 0, t G 0, 3.9 .  .­ V
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 . 1 w .where M s is a positive C -class function on 0, q` . We impose the
 .assumptions on M s ,
aM s G m and M9 s F m s 3.10 .  .  .0 1
for certain m ) 0, m ) 0, and a G 0. Then we can state the global0 1
 .  .existence and energy decay to the problem 3.7 ] 3.9 .
THEOREM 3.7. Let N be a positi¨ e integer and a G 0. Assume that p is a
 .  .number satisfying either 1 F p - q` N s 1, 2 or 1 F p F Nr N y 2
 .N G 3 such that p - 2 a q 2. Then, there exists an open unbounded set S in
w 1 . 2 .x 1 .  .  .H V l H V = H V , which contains 0, 0 , such that if u , u g S0 0 0 1
 .  .  .then the problem 3.7 ] 3.9 has a unique global solution u s u t, x satisfy-
 .  .ing 3.5 ] 3.6 in Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, we ha¨e the decay estimates: if
p s 1, then
2 2 yk tu t q M =u t F C e on 0, q` , .  . . .2t 22
and if p ) 1, then
2 2  .y2r py1u t q M =u t F C 1 q t on 0, q` , .  .  . . .2t 32
s .  .  .where M s ' H M r dr and k, C i s 2, 3 are certain positi¨ e constants0 i
5 5 5 5depending on =u , u , and other quantities.2 20 1
  .Remark 3.8. The condition of p 1 F p F Nr N y 2 , see Theorems
. w x3.1]3.4, 3.7 can be, of course, improved by the argument in 17 to the
 .  .  .case when 1 F p F N y 2 r N y 4 1 F p - q` if N s 3, 4 . However,
 .with regard to the regularity of a function u t , we can say nothing int t
comparison with our results.
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS
 .  .We now consider the problem 3.1 ] 3.3 . Throughout this section we
2 . 1 .always assume u g W l H V and u g H V . We employ the Galerkin0 1 0
 4`method to construct a global solution. Let l be a sequence ofj js1
1 .eigenvalues for yDw s lw in V and w s 0 on ­ V. Let w g H V lj 0
2 .  4`H V be the corresponding eigenfunction to l and take w as aj j js1
2 .completely orthonormal system in L V . We construct approximate solu-
 .  . m  .tions u m s 1, 2, 3, . . . in the form u t s  g t w , where gm m js1 jm j jm
 .j s 1, 2, . . . , m are determined by the following ordinary differential
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equations
2Yu t , w q M =u t =u t , =w .  .  . .  . /m j m m j2
py1 qy1X Xq d u t u t , w s m u t u t , w , .  .  .  . /  /m m j m m j
j s 1, 2, . . . , m 4.1 .
 2 2 .9 s ­r­ t and 0 s ­ r­ t with the initial conditions
m
1 2u 0 s u ' u , w w ª u in H V l H V .  .  .  .m 0 m 0 j j 0 0
js1
as m ª `, 4.2 .
m
X 1u 0 s u ' u , w w ª u in H V .  .  .m 1m 1 j j 1 0
js1
as m ª `, 4.3 .
 . g r2  .  .and M s ' a q b s . Therefore, we can solve the system 4.1 ] 4.3 by
 .  .Picard's iteration method. Hence, the system 4.1 ] 4.3 has a unique
w .  .solution on some interval 0, T with 0 - T F q`. Note that u t ism m m
2  . w .the C -class. We shall see that u t can be extended to 0, q` .m
We can utilize a standard compactness argument for the limiting proce-
dure and it suffices to derive some a priori estimates for u . But thism
procedure allows us to employ the energy method for an assumed smooth
 .  .  . solution u t to the problem 3.1 ] 3.3 the results should be in fact
.applied to approximated solutions .
Now it is easy to see the following energy identity
t pq1
E u t , u t q d u s ds s E u , u 4.4 .  .  .  .  . . H pq1t t 0 1
0
  .  ..as long as the approximated solutions exist. In particular, E u t , u t ist
nonincreasing and
E u t , u t F E u , u .  .  . .t 0 1
as long as they exist. First we discuss H 1 a priori bounds.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Assume that either 1 - q - q` N s 1, 2 or 1 - q F
 .  .  .  .N q 2 r N y 2 N G 3 . Let u t be a solution with the initial data
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 4 2 . 1 .  4u , u satisfying u g W l H V and u g H V . If u , u satisfies0 1 0 1 0 0 1
 .qq1 qy1 r2
m C V , q q 1 2 q q 1 .  .  .qy1 r2E u , u - 1, 4.5 .  .0 1 5a a q y 1 .
 . w .then u t g W on 0, q` . Furthermore, there are constants M si
5 5 5 5 .  .M =u , u ) 0 i s 1, 2 such that2 2i 0 1
2 2
u t q =u t F M , 4.6 .  .  .2t 12
t pq1
u s ds F M 4.7 .  .H pq1t 2
0
for all t G 0.
Ä .  .Proof. Since I u ) 0, it follows from the continuity of u t that0
ÄI u t G 0 4.8 .  . .
for some interval near t s 0. Let t be a maximal time possiblymax
.  . w .t s T , when 4.8 holds on 0, t . Note thatmax m max
a q y 1 b 1 . 2 gq2 ÄJ u t s =u t q =u t q I u t . .  .  .  . .  .2 22 q q 1 g q 2 q q 1 .
Hence, we get
a q y 1 . 2
J u t G =u t on 0, t . 4.9 .  . .  . . 2 max2 q q 1 .
 .  .By the energy identity 4.4 and 4.9 we get
2 q q 1 .2
=u t F J u t .  . .2
a q y 1 .
2 q q 1 .
F E u t , u t .  . .ta q y 1 .
2 q q 1 .
F E u , u on 0, t . 4.10 . .  .0 1 maxa q y 1 .
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 .  .Hence, it follows from the Sobolev]Poincare inequality, 4.5 , and 4.10Â
that
qq1 qq1qq1
m u t F m C V , q q 1 =u t .  .  .qq1 2
qq1
m C V , q q 1 . qy1 2F =u t ? a =u t .  .2 2
a
 .qq1 qy1 r2
m C V , q q 1 2 q q 1 .  .
F  5a a q y 1 .
2 .qy1 r2= E u , u ? a =u t .  . 20 1
2
- a =u t on 0, t . . .2 max
Therefore, we get
ÄI u t ) 0 on 0, t . . . . max
This implies that we can take t s T . On the other hand, we see frommax m
 .the energy identity 4.4 that
2
u t F 2 E u t , u t F 2 E u , u on 0, T , .  .  .  . . .t t 0 1 m2
4.11 .
E u , u .t 0 1pq1
u s ds F on 0, T 4.12 . .  .H pq1t md0
and
J u t F E u t , u t F E u , u on 0, T . 4.13 .  .  .  . .  . .  .t 0 1 m
 .  .Hence, from 4.10 and 4.13 we get
2 q q 1 .2
=u t F E u , u on 0, T . .  . .2 0 1 ma q y 1 .
 .  .  .  .  .Thus, it follows from 4.11 , 4.12 , and 4.13 that 4.6 and 4.7 hold. At
 .  .the same time, these estimates imply that the approximated solution u t
w .exists globally in 0, q` . This ends the proof of Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D.
In order to get H 2 a priori bounds we need some lemmas. The following
lemma is important to derive the energy decay.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let u t and q be as in Lemma 4.1. Then there is a certain
number h with 0 - h - 1 such that0 0
qq1 2
m u t F 1 y h ? a =u t on 0, q` , .  .  . .qq1 20
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where
 .qq1 qy1 r2
m C V , q q 1 2 q q 1 .  .  .qy1 r2
h ' 1 y E u , u ) 0. .0 0 1 5a a q y 1 .
Furthermore, we ha¨e
2 gq2
I u t G ah =u t and I u t G b =u t .  .  .  . .  .2 20
on 0, q` ..
Proof. In Lemma 4.1 we have obtained
 .qq1 qy1 r2
m C V , q q 1 2 q q 1 .  .qq1
m u t F . qq1  5a a q y 1 .
2 .qy1 r2= E u , u ? a =u t .  . 20 1
2s 1 y h ? a =u t on 0, q` . 4.14 .  . .  .20
Note that
gq2ÄI u t s I u t q b =u t on 0, q` . 4.15 .  .  . .  . .  . 2
 .  .It is clear from 4.14 and 4.15 that
2
I u t G ah =u t on 0, q` . .  . . . 20
Ä  .. w .On the other hand, since I u t G 0 on 0, q` , we get
gq2
I u t G b =u t on 0, q` . .  . . . 2
This ends the proof of Lemma 4.2. Q.E.D.
 .LEMMA 4.3. Let u t and q be as in Lemma 4.1. Assume that either
 .  .  .1 F p - q` N s 1, 2 or 1 F p F Nr N y 2 N G 3 holds. Then we
ha¨e that if p s 1, then
qyk w ty1xE u t , u t F I e on 0, q` , .  . . .t 0
and if p ) 1, then
 .y2r py1p y 1 C I .  .0 qy py1.r2 w xE u t , u t F I q t y 1 .  . .t 0 52
on 0, q` ,.
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 .  .where I ' E u , u , k is a certain positi¨ e constant, and C I is a constant0 0 1 0
 .depending decreasingly on I with lim C I s const.) 0.0 I ª 0 00
  .  ..  .Proof. For the moment we denote E u t , u t by E t . Multiplyingt
 . w xEq. 3.1 by u and integrating over t, t q 1 = V, we gett
tq1 pq1 pq1
d u s ds s E t y E t q 1 ' dD t . 4.16 .  .  .  .  .H pq1t
t
 .It follows from 4.16 and Holder's inequality thatÈ
tq1 tq12 2 .  .py1 r pq1u s ds F mes V u s ds .  .  .H H pq1t t2
t t
 .  . 2py1 r pq1F mes V D t . 4.17 .  .  .
 .Applying the mean value theorem to the left-hand side of 4.17 , there
1 3w x w xexist numbers t g t, t q and t g t q , t q 1 such that1 24 4
 .  .py1 r2 pq1u t F 2 mes V D t i s 1, 2 . 4.18 .  .  .  .  .t i 2
 . w xNext, multiplying Eq. 3.1 by u and integrating over t , t = V, we can1 2
see that
t t 22 2I u s ds s u s ds q u t , u t y u t , u t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H H t 1 t 1 2 t 22
t t1 1
t py12y d u s u s , u s ds .  .  .H  /t t
t1
 .  . 2py1 r pq1F mes V D t q u t u t .  .  .  .1 t 12 2
q u t u t .  .2 t 22 2
t py12q d u s u s , u s ds. 4.19 .  .  .  .H  /t t
t1
  .. w .By Lemma 4.2 we have I u t ) 0 on 0, q` . Hence, we have
E t G J u t .  . .
a q y 1 b . 2 gq2s =u t q =u t .  .2 22 q q 1 g q 2 .
1 2 qq1q a =u t y m u t .  . qq1 /2q q 1
a q y 1 . 2G =u t . 4.20 .  .22 q q 1 .
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 .  .It follows from 4.20 that the fourth term in the right-hand side of 4.19 is
estimated as
t p2
d u s u s dx ds .  .H H t
t V1
 .  .pr pq1 1r pq1
t pq1 pq12F d u s dx u s dx ds .  .H H Ht /  /t V V1
t p2s d u s u s ds .  . pq1H pq1t
t1
t p2F d C V , p q 1 u s =u s ds .  .  .H pq1 2t
t1
1r22 q q 1 .
F d C V , p q 1 .
a q y 1 .
 .  .pr pq1 1r pq1
t tpq12 21r2
= sup E s u s ds ds .  .H Hpq1t /  /t tt FsFt 1 11 2
1r22 q q 1 . p1r2F d C V , p q 1 E t D t .  .  .
a q y 1 .
p1r2
' C E t D t , 4.21 .  .  .0
where we have used Holder's inequality and the Sobolev]Poincare in-È Â
 .  .  .equality. Hence, we see from 4.18 , 4.19 , 4.21 , and Poincare's inequalityÂ
that
t  .  .2 2py1 r pq1I u s ds F mes V D t .  .  . .H
t1
 .  .py1 r2 pq1q 4 mes V D t sup u s .  .  . 2
t FsFt1 2
p1r2q C E t D t .  .0
p2 1r2 1r2F C D t q D t E t q D t E t 4.22 .  .  .  .  .  . .1
for some C ) 0. Here, by Lemma 4.2 we have1
2 gq2
ah =u t F I u t and b =u t F I u t .  .  .  . .  .2 20
on 0, q` . 4.23.  .
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 . w xIntegration of 4.23 over t , t gives1 2
1t t22 2
=u s ds F I u s ds .  . .H H2
aht t01 1




b =u s ds F I u s ds .  . .H H2
t t1 1
p2 1r2 1r2F C D t q D t E t q D t E t . .  .  .  .  . .1
4.25 .
Note that
a q y 1 b . 2 gq2
J u t s =u t q =u t .  .  . . 2 22 q q 1 g q 2 .
1 2 qq1q a =u t y m u t .  . qq1 /2q q 1
a q y 1 1 1 .
F I u t q I u t q I u t . .  .  . .  .  .
2h q q 1 g q 2 q q 1 .0
4.26 .
 .  .  .  .  .Then we see from 4.19 , 4.22 , 4.24 , 4.25 , and 4.26 that
1t t t22 2 2E s ds s u s ds q J u s ds .  .  . .H H Ht 22t t t1 1 1
p2 1r2 1r2F C I D t q D t E t q D t E t 4.27 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .2 0
 .  .with lim C I s const.) 0. Multiplying Eq. 3.1 by u and integrat-I ª 0 2 0 t0
w xing over t, t = V, we get2
t pq12E t s E t q d u s ds. 4.28 .  .  .  .H pq12 t
t
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Since t y t G 1r2, we get2 1
1t t2 2E s ds G E t ds s t y t E t G E t , .  .  .  .  .H H 2 2 1 2 22t t1 1
that is,
t2E t F 2 E s ds. 4.29 .  .  .H2
t1
 .  .  .  .Hence, it follows from 4.16 , 4.27 , 4.28 , and 4.29 that
t tq1 pq12E t F 2 E s ds q d u s ds .  .  .H H pq1t
t t1
F 2C I q d . .2 0
p2 1r2 1r2 pq1
= D t q D t E t q D t E t q D t 4.30 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
w .on 0, q` . Hence, we obtain
2 2 p pq1E t F C D t q D t q D t on 0, q` , 4.31 .  .  .  . .  . .3
 .for a certain C ) 1. When p s 1, it follows from 4.31 that3
2E t F C D t s C E t y t q 1 on 0, q` . 4.32 .  .  .  . .  . .3 3
 .The application of Nakao's inequality to 4.32 yields
yk tE t F I e on 0, q` , . .0
  ..  .where k s log C r C y 1 . When p ) 1, it follows from 4.31 that3 3
 . py1 22 py1E t F C 1 q D t q D t D t .  .  .  . .3
22 py1.r pq1.  py1.r pq1.F C 1 q I q I D t . .4 0 0
2
' C I D t on 0, q` .  . .4 0
 .with lim C I s C ) 0 and hence,I ª 0 4 0 30
 .  . pq11q py1 r2 pq1 r2E t F C I D t .  .  .4 0
 .pq1 r2C I .4 0s E t y E t q 1 . 4.33 .  .  . .
d
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 .  .y pq1.r2Setting C I ' d C I , the application of Nakao's inequality to0 4 0
 .4.33 yields
 .y2r py1p y 1 C I .  .0 qy py1.r2 w xE t F I q t y 1 . 0 52
on 0, q` ..
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. Q.E.D.
We are now in a position to obtain H 2 a priori bounds. In the sequel we
 . g r2put M s ' a q b s . Set
2 2 2
E# u t ' =u t q M =u t Du t , .  .  .  . .  .2 2t 2
5 5 2 5 5 2I ' E u , u , and I ' =u q a Du . . 2 20 0 1 1 1 0
Then we have the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 4.4. Let N, p, and q be as in Theorem 3.1. Suppose that u t is a
w .local solution on 0, T such that
sup =u t , Du t F K on 0, T .  . . 42t 2
 4for some K ) 0 and T ) 0. Then we ha¨e the estimates: if 1 F p - min g , q ,
 .  4  .1 - q - q` N s 1, 2 or 1 F p - min g , q , 1 - q F 3 N s 3 , then
C I C I .  .1 0 2 02 3E# u t F I q K q K ' G I , I , K on 0, T , .  . . . 1 1 0 1q y p g y p
  . 4  . and if 1 F p - min g , N q 4q y Nq r2 , Nr N y 2 F q F min N q
.  .  . w xq4  .2 r N y 2 , N y 2 r N y 4 N G 3 , then
C I .4 02 3E# u t F I q C I K q K .  . . 1 3 0 g y p
C I .5 0 wNy2. qy1.q2xr2q K
N q 4q y Nq y 2 p
' G I , I , K on 0, T , . .2 0 1
 .  .where C I i s 1, 2, . . . , 5 is a constant depending increasingly on I withi 0 0
 .  .the property that lim G I , I , K s I j s 1, 2 .I ª 0 j 0 1 10
  .. <  . < py1  .   ..Proof. We use the notations g u t ' d u t u t and f u t 't t t
<  . < qy1  .m u t u t for simplicity.
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 .  .Multiplying 3.1 by yDu t and integrating over V, we gett
1 d 2 2 2
=u t q M =u t Du t q =g u t , =u t .  .  .  .  . . . .2 2t t t22 dt
2 2F M9 =u t =u t , =u t Du t q =f u t , =u t . .  .  .  .  .  . . .  . .2 2t t
4.34 .
 4  .In the case when 1 F p - min g , q , 1 - q - q` N s 1, 2 or 1 F p -
 4  .min g , q , 1 - q F 3 N s 3 , it follows from Holder's inequality that theÈ
 .second term in the right-hand side of 4.34 is estimated as
qy1
=f u t , =u t F qm u t =u t =u t .  .  .  .  . . . 2t t 2
qy1F qm u t =u t =u t .  .  . .qy1 a b t 2
with 2ra q 2rb s 1. We take a and b such that
1 1 1 1 1 1
G y and G y ,
q y 1 a 2 N b 2 N .
which is possible on account of our hypothesis. Sobelov's inequality and
the regularity theory for elliptic equations assures
u t F C =u t and =u t F C Du t . .  .  .  . .qy1 a 2 b 2
Therefore,
qy1
=f u t , =u t F C =u t Du t =u t .  .  .  .  . . . 2 2t t 2
C5  .qy1 r22F K E t 4.35 .  .
2
 .   .  ..for some C ) 0, where E t ' E u t , t . The first term in the right-hand5
 .side of 4.34 is estimated as
bg C6gy1 2  .gy1 r23=u t =u t Du t F K E t 4.36 .  .  .  .  .2 2t 22 2
 .  .  .for some C ) 0. Hence, by 4.34 , 4.35 , and 4.36 , we have6
d 2 2 2 py1
=u t q M =u t Du t q pd u t =u t , =u t .  .  .  .  .  . .  /2 2t t t t2dt
 .  .qy1 r2 gy1 r22 3F C K E t q C K E t . 4.37 .  .  .5 6
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 <  . < py1  .  ..   .. g r2 2Note that pd u t =u t , =u t G 0 and E# u 0 F I q C I Kt t t 1 4 0
 . w xfor some C ) 0. Integrating 4.37 over 0, t , we get4
t  .qy1 r2g r2 2 2E# u t F I q C I K q C K E s ds .  . . H1 4 0 5
0
t  .gy1 r23q C K E s ds. 4.38 .  .H6
0
 .When p s 1, it follows from Lemma 4.3 and 4.38 that
E# u t F I q C Ig r2K 2 q C I qy1.r2K 2 q C I gy1.r2K 3 . . 1 4 0 5 0 6 0
`
qy1.r2 2q C I K exp yk q y 1 sr2 ds . .H5 0
0
`
gy1.r2 3q C I K exp yk g y 1 sr2 ds . .H6 0
0
F I q C Ig r2K 2 q C I qy1.r2K 2 q C I gy1.r2K 31 4 0 5 0 6 0
2C I qy1.r2K 2 2C I gy1.r2K 35 0 6 0q q
k q y 1 k g y 1 .  .
' G I , I , K . .1 0 1
 .When p ) 1, it follows from Lemma 4.3 and 4.38 that
E# u t F I q C Ig r2K 2 q C I qy1.r2K 2 q C I gy1.r2K 3 . . 1 4 0 5 0 6 0
 .  .y qy1 r py1
` p y 1 C I .  .02 y py1.r2q C K I q s dsH5 0 520
 .  .y gy1 r py1
` p y 1 C I .  .03 y py1.r2q C K I q s dsH6 0 520
F I q C Ig r2K 2 q C I qy1.r2K 2 q C I gy1.r2K 31 4 0 5 0 6 0
2C I qyp.r2K 2 2C I gyp.r2K 35 0 6 0q q
q y p C I g y p C I .  .  .  .0 0
' G I , I , K . .1 0 1
 .From our hypothesis of p and q it is easy to see that lim G I , I , KI ª 0 1 0 10
s I .1
  . 4  .In the case when 1 F p F min g , N q 4q y Nq r2 and Nr N y 2 F
 .  .  . w xq4  .q F min N q 2 r N y 2 , N y 2 r N y 4 N G 3 , the second term
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 .in the right-hand side of 4.34 is estimated as
qy1 5 5=f u t , =u t F qm u t =u t =u t .  .  .  .  . . . 2t t 2
qy1F qm u t =u t =u t .  .  . .  .qy1 N 2 Nr Ny2 t 2
qy1F C u t Du t =u t . 4.39 .  .  .  . .qy1 N 2 t 2
We observe here from the Gagliardo]Nirenberg inequality that
 . .  .qy1 qy1 1yu qy1 uu t F C u t Du t .  .  . .  .qy1 N 2 Nr Ny2 2
 . .  .qy1 1yu qy1 uF C =u t Du t .  .2 2
 . .qy1 1yu r2qy1.uF CK E t 4.40 .  .
 .  .  .  .with u s N y 2 r2 y 1r q y 1 - 1 . Hence, it follows from 4.39 and
 .4.40 that
 . .qy1 1yu r2qy1.uq2=f u t , =u t F C K E t 4.41 .  .  .  . . .t 7
for some positive constant C . By the same argument as the previous case,7
 .  .when p s 1, it follows from 4.36 and 4.41 that
E# u t F I q C Ig r2K 2 q C I gy1.r2K 3 q C I qy1.1yu .r2K qy1.uq2 . . 1 4 0 6 0 7 0
2C I gy1.r2K 3 2C I qy1.1yu .r2K qy1.uq26 0 7 0q q
k g y 1 k q y 1 1 y u .  .  .
' G I , I , K , .2 0 1
and when p ) 1, we get
E# u t F I q C Ig r2K 2 q C I gy1.r2K 3 . . 1 4 0 6 0
q C I wqy1.1yu .q1yp xr2K qy1.uq27 0
2C I gyp.r2K 3 2C I wqy1.1yu .q1yp xr2K qy1.uq26 0 7 0q q
g y p C I q y 1 1 y u q 1 y p C I .  .  .  .  .0 0
' G I , I , K . .2 0 1
 . .   . .Note that q y 1 1 y u q 1 y p s N q 4 y N q r2 y p ) 0. Hence,
 .we see from the conditions of p and q that lim G I , I , K s I .I ª 0 2 0 1 10
Thus the proof of Lemma 4.4 is completed. Q.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1 Completed. Let K ) 0. Put
G I , I , K ' G I , I , K or G I , I , K . .  .  .0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1
Set
1r21
H I , I , K ' G I , I , K , .  .0 1 0 1 4min 1, a
2 1S ' u , u g W l H V = H V H I , I , K - K , .  .  .  . 4K 0 1 0 0 1
and
S ' S .D K
K)0
 .Since lim G I , I , K s I , the set S is not empty if I satisfiesI ª 0 0 1 1 K 10
 4 2I - min 1, a K and I is sufficiently small. This means that S contains1 0 K
a small ball with the center of the origin with respect to the norm of
 . w 2 .x 1 .  .u , u in W l H V = H V . Moreover, if u , u g S , then we0 1 0 0 1 K
5 5 5 5  .have =u - K and Du - K. Note that I is defined if u , u g2 21 0 1 0 1
w 2 .x 1 .  .W l H V = H V is given and I depends on u , u continuously0 1 0 1
w 2 .x 1 .with respect to the topology of W l H V = H V . Hence, S is open0
w 2 .x 1 . w 2 .xin W l H V = H V . It is clear that S is unbounded in W l H V0
1 .= H V .0
 .  .If u , u g S for some K ) 0, then the local solution u t exists on0 1 K
w .some interval 0, T and satisfies the estimates
Du t F K and =u t F K on 0, T . 4.42 .  . .  .2 t 2
 .Hence, it follows from Lemma 4.4 that if u , u g S , then0 1 K
1r21
sup =u t , Du t F E# u t .  .  . 4  .2t 2  4min 1, a
1r21
F G I , I , K .0 1 4min 1, a
s H I , I , K - K on 0, T . 4.43 . .  .0 1
  .  .. w .Furthermore, we see that u t , u t g S on 0, T . In fact, suppose thatt K
 .there is a number t* g 0, T such that
u t , u t g S on 0, t* and u t* , u t* f S . .  . .  .  . .  .t k t K
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Then it follows that
 4 2G E u t* , E# u t* , K G min 1, a K , 4.44 .  .  . .  . .
  ..   .  ..  .where E u t ' E u t , u t . Note that G I , I , K is the increasingt 0 1
function with respect to I and I . Hence, for example, in the case when0 1
 .  .q s 3, we see from 4.44 , the energy identity 4.4 , and Lemma 4.4 that
2C I 2C I .  .1 0 2 02 3 2 4I q K q K G min 1, a K . 4.45 .1 q y p g y p
 .But, then, since lim G I , I , K s I , we may take I so thatI ª 0 0 1 1 10
 4 22 I - min 1, a K1
 .with sufficiently small I . This contradicts 4.45 . Hence, we obtain0
  .  .. w .u t , u t g S on 0, T .t K
 .  .If u , u g S for some K ) 0, then the local solution u t satisfies0 1 K
 . w .   .  ..4.43 on 0, T and as a result u t , u t remains in S . Consequently,t K
since we can repeat the continuation procedure indefinitely, we conclude
 .  . w .that if u , u g S, the solution u t can be continued globally on 0, q`0 1
  .  ..and u t , u t g S for all t G 0.t
 .  .The uniqueness is standard; let u t and ¨ t be two solutions, then
 .  .  .w t ' u t y ¨ t satisfies
2 py1 py1< < < <w y M =u t Dw q d u u y ¨ ¨ .  . .2t t t t t t
2 2s M =u t y M =¨ t D¨ .  . .  .2 2
< < qy1 < < qy1q m u u y ¨ ¨ 4.46 . .
w .  .  .with w s 0 on 0, q` = ­ V and w 0 s w 0 s 0 in V. Taking thet
2 .  .L V inner product of 4.46 with w , one can find thatt
1 d 2 2 2
w t q M =u t =w t .  .  . .2 2t 22 dt
< < py1 < < py1q d u u y ¨ ¨ u y ¨ d¨ . .H t t t t t t
V
2 2s M9 =u t =u t , =u t =w t .  .  .  . . .2 2t
2 2q M =u t y M =¨ t D¨ t , w t .  .  .  . . .  .2 2 t
< < qy1 < < qy1q m u u y ¨ ¨ t , w t . 4.47 4  .  .  . .t
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Here, we note that
< < py1 < < py1d u u y ¨ ¨ u y ¨ dx G 0, . .H t t t t t t
V
 .and the first and second terms in the right-hand side of 4.47 are bounded
by
2
C =w t and C =w t w t , .  .  .2 2 t 2
respectively. Making use of
qy1qy1 qy1< < < < 5 5 5 5 5 5u u y ¨ ¨ F C u q ¨ u y ¨ .2 Nqy1. Nqy1. 2 NrNy2.
qy15 5 5 5 5 5F C Du q D¨ =w , .2 2 2
 .one can also find that the last term in the right-hand side of 4.47 is
bounded by
C =w t w t . .  .2 t 2
 .  .Hence, integrating 4.47 over 0, t , we get
t2 2 2 2
w t q a =w t F C w s q =w s ds, .  .  .  . 5H2 2t t2 2
0
which, by Gronwall's inequality, implies w ' 0. This completes the proof
of Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D.
Secondly, we shall show Theorem 3.4. The following lemma is essential
to our argument.
LEMMA 4.5. Let a ) 0, b G 0, g G 2, d ) 0, and m - 0. Assume that
 .  41 F q - q`. Let u t be a solution with the initial data u , u satisfying0 1
 .E u , u G 0. Then0 1
2 2
u t q a =u t F 2 E u , u on 0, q` , 4.48 .  .  . .  .2t 0 12
E u , u .t 0 1pq1
u s ds F on 0, q` . 4.49 . .  .H pq1t d0
Proof. By the energy identity we have
1 a b m2 2 gq2 qq1
u t q =u t q =u t y u t .  .  .  . qq12 2t 22 2 g q 2 q q 1
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t pq1q d u s ds .H pq1t
0
s E u , u . 4.50 .  .0 1
 .  .Hence, the desired inequalities 4.48 and 4.49 can be obtained.
Q.E.D.
It is clear that
2 2 gq2 qq1
a =u t F a =u t q b =u t y m u t .  .  .  . qq12 2 2
s I u t on 0, q` , 4.51 . .  . .
gq2 2 gq2 qq1
b =u t F a =u t q b =u t y m u t .  .  .  . qq12 2 2
s I u t on 0, q` . 4.52 . .  . .
 .  .So using Lemma 4.5, 4.51 , and 4.52 instead of Lemma 4.1 and
Lemma 4.2, respectively, we can also prove Theorem 3.4. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Set
2 2 2 25 5 5 5E t ' u t q M =u t and I ' u q M =u . .  .  .  .2 2 .21 t 2 1 02
Then, by the same argument of Lemma 4.3 we can obtain the decay
estimates: if p s 1, then
qyk w ty1xE t F I e on 0, q` , . .1 2
and if p ) 1, then
 .y2r py1p y 1 C I .  .2 qy py1.r2 w xE t F I q t y 1 on 0, q` , . .1 2 52
 .  .where k and C I are certain positive constants with lim C I s2 I ª 0 22
const.) 0. Hence, it suffices to obtain H 2 a priori bounds under the
assumption
=u t F K and Du t F K on 0, T .  . .2t 2
for some K ) 0 and T ) 0. Put
2 2 2
F u t ' =u t q M =u t Du t and .  .  .  . .  .2 2t 2
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2I ' =u q M =u Du . .2 2 23 1 0 0
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 .Recall the assumption 3.10 . Then
2 2 4F u t G min 1, m =u t q Du t . .  .  . .  /20 t 2
  ..  .By the same derivation as Lemma 4.4 see 4.38 , using 3.10 , we see that
t 2 2
F u t F I q 2 M9 =u s =u s , =u s Du s ds .  .  .  .  . .  .H  .2 23 t
0
t 2 2F I q 2 M9 =u s =u s =u s Du s ds .  .  .  .H  .2 2 23 t 2
0
t  .2 aq1 r23F I q 2m K E s ds. .H3 1 1
0
Hence, it follows from the assumption 1 F p - 2 a q 2 that
2 2sup =u t , Du t .  . 52t 2
I C I .3 3 2 3F q K on 0, T . 4  4min 1, m min 1, m0 0
 .with lim C I s 0, where if p s 1, thenI ª 0 3 22
2m k q 1 I 2 aq1.r2 .1 2
C I s , .3 2 k
and if p ) 1, then
4m I 2 aq2yp.r21 22 aq1.r2C I s 2m I q . .3 2 1 2 2 a q 2 y p C I .  .2
Therefore, we can prove Theorem 3.7 in a completely analogous way of
Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D.
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